Social Messaging
for Better CX
People like to chat – now more and more on social messaging apps.
And brands are catching up with the trend. Aiming for a seamless customer
experience and speeding up problem resolution, more conversations are
moving to the messaging apps preferred by consumers.

Why on social messaging apps?
Customer conversations are moving to where the customers
are. As messaging becomes an integral part of how people
interact with their friends and family, consumers expect the
same level of convenience and speed when communicating
with businesses.

89%

9 out of10
consumers would prefer
using messaging to communicate with businesses ¹

of consumers expect
a brand to respond to
them within 24 hours ²

56%
Would rather message
customer service than
speak on the phone ³

Where in the customer journey?
People turn to messaging across the entire customer
journey – everything from asking general questions to
making a purchase and getting tech support.
Pre-Purchase
over

84 %

make a general inquiry ⁴

over

81%

ask about a product
or service⁴

Purchase
over

74 %

make a purchase⁴

over

71%

schedule an appointment

Post-Purchase
over

76 %

get product or service
support ⁴
over

79 %

comment about a product ⁴

How businesses are using messaging?
It is ideal for services that involve frequent updates and personalized
interactions such as travel, ecommerce and financial services.

Customer service

Notifications

Make it easy
for customers to
reach you at their
convenience

Raise scalability and
quality consistency
for customer alerts
and notifications

How to get started with your customer journey
1 Map out your customer journey and friction points
2 Identify opportunities to reduce frictions with notifications and conversations
3 Pick a solution provider and align the internal-external team
4 Simplify the integration by using a single API for multiple messaging channels
5 Measure business outcomes, including customer satisfaction, customer support
costs and revenue growth.
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